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REDO & REVAMP

of the Clubhouse

The opening of the Oasis
Clubhouse was celebrated with a
smart-casual cocktail party on
18 November 2021. Residents had
been patient for almost four
months, and were very excited to
attend the function. The Cocktail
party started at 6 pm with the
gentle strumming of harp cords fit
for the Oasis Club vibe.
The evening ended with one of our
Residents entertaining a few of us
on the piano that has been placed
in its forever home, complete with
a glamorous pendant hanging
over it.
The Residents loved the new look
Clubhouse – and, as promised,
priority was not to purchase new
furniture but rather to up-cycle it,
which we did. The tables in the
Dining area were given a brandnew look with a soft grey vinyl
covering and charcoal edging for
protection. A more informal look
from Monday to Friday can be
found with no tablecloths, but
rather the use of lovely new
placemats. We have adopted a
more elegant approach for
Sundays and special functions,
with crisp tablecloths and formal
table settings complete with Oasis
branded serviettes.
Our favourite furniture has been
reupholstered in fresh greens,
blues, greys, and stone colours,
while cushions have been
softened to provide more comfort.
In addition, all furniture has been
scotch-guarded for protection and
longevity.

The lighting received a lot of
attention, too, with the old lights
being replaced with beautiful
grey pendants and downlights to
give a soft glow and good
lighting at the same time. In
addition, old floor standing
lamps were converted to lovely
wall lamps that add to the
ambience of the Clubhouse.
A plush new carpet replaced the
old one, which had done its duty
well! And an old favourite
seating area was restored next
to the bar. Feature walls in the
different areas make mirrors
pop, and the bathrooms
received a completely new
dramatic look.
The kitchen area received a
major revamp! It now allows for
double the working space for
staff to work. The Food and
Beverage Management have
their office in the kitchen, which
allows for better supervision and
guidance. The fridge and freezer
space, as well as the storage
space, is much improved. Tours
of the kitchens were offered to
interested Residents, and these
were much appreciated and
enjoyed by all that attended.
A pizza and wine evening was
hosted to introduce the new
kitchen, and we know that Oasis
Pizzas will become a big hit –
lookout for news on this in
January!
The fountain is still underway
but shows lots of promise.

The ornamental herb garden is
complete, and now we wait for it to
fill out. We look forward to offering
our first braai in this area!
FUTURE OFFERINGS?
The new menu will focus on freshly
made food with great flavours.
Food and Beverage will also look at
special evenings with Pizza, to
"Pancakes on the Patio" and all
other kinds of special events once
they have settled in. You will be
delighted to know that the wine list
has also been revamped.
We look forward to feedback from
Residents as we go so that we can
tailor-make the offerings for Oasis
Resort.
Further goals with the
redecoration undertaken:
Warm & Inviting
Enhance the ambience of the
Clubhouse
Calming
Luxurious
Comfortable
Enhance the facilities of Oasis
in general.

Peace is always right here.
We just have to create
space for it.
Carol Tuttle

ABOVE & RIGHT: Our Clubhouse opening function
BELOW & RIGHT: The Residents of Palm Royale, as well as the
ORPOA Directors were invited to attend a Garden Cocktail
Party in October hosted by the Palm Royale Trustees to
celebrate the completion of the redecoration project for the
building. The process took a little longer than expected and the
patience from the Residents was much appreciated. We salute
the Food and Beverage staff who produced five-star eats and
beautifully chilled bubbly served in the delightful outdoor
space outside the Hobby Room. The lovely garden setting was
completed by the soft music provided by a violinist. A great
afternoon was had by all!

FROM THE MANAGER'S DESK

From the
Manager's Desk
BY SHARON LOYNES

Dear Oasis Residents,
It is hard to believe that 2022 is peeping through the
window and that we are in the midst of another
Festive Season.
Thank you to all our Residents for the past year –all
your feedback, input, and opinions to better Oasis,
your heads-up on possible challenges, your
compliments for jobs well done, and your
appreciation that you express for our Team's work.
Thank you to our Directors, who have provided a
vision for the future and clear guidance on how to
get there. Thank you to our Management and
employees who make us proud with their
commitment and care. Thank you all for sharing the
challenges and successes of Oasis in 2021. Thank
you for ever-present guidance and assistance from
Lizzie and the Care Centre Team, as well as Gaylene
and her team. We know that you will be right there
at our side in 2022!
May you have the privilege of spending time with
your loved ones, enjoy the warmth of their presence
and allow their love to feed your soul.
Yours in safety.

Sharon Loynes

ABOVE: This beautiful photo of
a sunrise taken by Clive Jaffe
from his balcony
at 602 Palm Springs.
"Not only is the
Table mountain side
beautiful but the other
side as well."

let's
play
sudoku
Click to open its
online version

It's easy to play Sudoku. Simply fill every column, row and
3x3 box so they contain every number between 1 and 9.

WILLIAM'S WORDS

William's Words
BY WILLIAM MCMURTRIE

As we reach the end phase of the year, we can reflect
on the kind of year we had. At Oasis, it has been a
roller-coaster ride waiting in anticipation for the big
projects to come to an end. When we look at the
finishing touches of the Clubhouse, it bears
testimony to the saying, “All Good Things come to
those who wait”. Whether you live at Oasis or work
here, one can feel proud of the result. Well done to
Sharon, too, who vigorously keeps at it, and the
contractors are doing a fantastic job.
The window cleaners will do a final clean before the
end of the year, so Residents can look forward to
clean windows over the festive season. Sometimes
companies go the extra mile, and the window
cleaners definitely made a huge effort with Palm
Royale after they missed the previous clean due to
the painting contractors being on site.
Please be reminded not to keep the lift doors open
for long periods between floors, as it can put the
alignment out and render the lift in grounded mode,
which will lead to a call-out fee if a technician is
required. We also experienced issues with damaged
lift buttons being forcefully pushed, and it’s come to
light that some use their walking sticks to push the
buttons, which will lead to damages.
We have regular contractors on-site daily, and
keeping neighbours informed of noisy works are
always appreciated. Please continue advising us of
any works. Please also be reminded that any
renovation works need to be approved before works.
The contractors carrying out the work need to be
accredited, and their Health and Safety documents

need to be in order, and they need proper public
liability cover. All applications must be submitted via
the office; it is pending Trustee approval. We ask that
these applications be submitted timeously as the
approval process can’t be rushed. We like to keep
Residents informed of intended works, especially if
there are noise factors involved.
Due to the festive season being upon us, the
electricity readings will be done a bit earlier than the
norm, meaning your schedules will reflect lower
readings due to lesser days. However, the following
round will be more as the extra days will be added.
The Oasis team has grown so much over the past
year, everyone fulfilling their dailies to the utmost,
and one feels that we all form part of this amazing
team, each person chasing what needs to be done in
their respective roles. So long may we be of service to
the Residents and may we all continue doing what we
do best. There is excellent camaraderie amongst us
all, and we enjoy what we do, which makes all the
difference. Like with anything in life, it can’t go well all
the time, but there is always someone on the team
that will do what is required to get something sorted.
The holiday season is upon us and starting with me,
we are all taking much-needed breaks. We wish
Residents and their families the very best over the
festive season. May it go well with you, keep well, and
keep safe ☺.
Best Regards, William

GREENING OASIS

BULLETIN #18 : Congrats & the Plastic Crisis
BY THE GREENING TEAM AT OASIS

Congratulations recyclers!
In the three months after the new
blue bins were positioned in easyto-reach places in our basements,
we sent over 1 TON of organic
waste every month for composting
by Y-Waste (1.2 tons, 1.1 tons and
1.26 tons in August, September
and October respectively).
This signal achievement puts us
well ahead of the City of Cape
Town’s ruling that from January
2022 citizens’ waste to landfill
should consist of less than 50%
organics. Thanks to persistent
efforts by Irene Juhnke and your
Greening Team, CoCT’s solid waste
management officials will conclude
a case study of our recycling
efforts, hopefully by the end of
December, that we expect will
qualify us for a further rebate on
our monthly collection fees.
So apart from the satisfaction of
contributing to compost that will
enrich our soil, and the vegetables
and flowers grown in it, we’re
saving money.

Would you
Believe?
Within one linear
centimetre of your
lower colon there live
and work more bacteria
(about 100 billion) than
all the humans who
have ever been born.

Neil de Grasse Tyson,
American astrophysicist

Of all the plastic that ever
existed - more than half was
produced in the last 15 years
and 91% has never been
recycled.
The Story of Plastic

THE PLASTIC CRISIS
The Geneva Environment Network
released this statement on
5 October:
“The world is facing a plastic
crisis. Plastic pollution has
become a global concern, as our
planet is drowning in plastic litter
and microplastics.
While plastic has many valuable
uses, societies have become highly
dependent on single-use or
disposable plastic — with severe
environmental consequences.”
While Europe is estimated to
achieve 40% plastic recycling, the
pandemic resulted in a surge of
single-use plastics like cups, plastic
cutlery, straws and food service
packaging.
Plastic degrades over time,
which means that recycled
plastic has a greyish or opaque
look. This is the reason why
some recycled packaging is
obscured by colourful labels or
sleeves. Virgin plastic is
(appropriately!) white.
The forthcoming Reduce Act in
the USA seeks to put a 10% tax
on virgin plastic.
It is estimated that only 10% of
plastic is recycled – the rest
goes into landfill or rivers.
The Plastic Bank, founded in

Vancouver in 2013, is a social
enterprise established in
coastal areas with extremely
high rates of plastic pollution
and poverty – for example, in
Haiti, Brazil, the Philippines and
Egypt. It enables disadvantaged
people to collect waste plastic
in exchange for family
necessities. Founder David Katz
says, ‘We’re the pioneers of a
regenerative economy. We
need to repair the damage
done.’
In a similar vein, a recent news
item told of floating booms
stretched across several
polluted rivers in KZN to trap
plastic debris washing down
and obstructing river users:
canoeists, rowing and pleasure
boats, and fishermen.
Fascinating fact: Aluminium can
be recycled forever without
losing its quality, so 75% of all
aluminium ever produced is
still in circulation today. This is
a good thing because mining
bauxite is energy- and labourintensive, while used
aluminium takes only 10%
energy to recycle.
Thumbs-up to Woolworths for
their recycling efforts:
cardboard trays with recyclable
plastic lids for small soft fruit,
and giant sturdy paper bags for
deliveries.

CARE CENTRE AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CORNER

New Year message from
our Care Centre Manager
BY LIZZIE BRYNARD – BRILL

With 2021 drawing to a close, we are all
probably taking a deep sigh of relief at seeing
the end of another challenging year. At the peak
of the pandemic, we found ourselves within a
situation of ongoing radical uncertainty and
having to navigate through uncharted territory.
Critical decision making was needed with little to
no evidence-based guidelines.
One of the most valuable lessons we have
confirmed during these unprecedented times is
that hindsight provides the best insight!
Therefore, it is important to take time to
evaluate the challenges we have to face daily,
our reaction to these, and how we can better
ourselves when faced with adversity. It is also
time to thank those who helped us, in whatever
way, to get to where we are today.
A SPECIAL WORD OF THANKS
I would like to thank:
The Primary Health Care Team who always
have the well-being of the Apartment
residents so close to heart.;
The Oasis Care Centre Team, from the
cleaners who have to ensure a clinically
clean environment, especially with the virus
being present;
The Kitchen Staff for ensuring the comfort of
a lovely home-cooked meal for residents
during “lockdowns”;
The Laundry Team for providing dignity with
lovely fresh clothing and linen;
The Nursing Team, for being there for the
Apartment residents as well as the Care
Centre Residents;
The Admin Team, who during the isolation
periods make it their daily task to check in
on how our residents are doing;
We greatly value Drs Du Plessis and
Isherwood for their tireless medical
attention, input, guidance, efforts, and
opinion.
It has been heart-warming to see staff giving no
thought to what their job descriptions stipulated

to ensure the safety and well-being of our Residents.
All this during the times we have the added
pressure of unreliable public transport and certain
staff members finding it impossible to get to work.
What a joy to also work with Sharon, William, and
the ORPOA / Resort Team. They are gems and
should be treasured!
Last but not least, I would like to thank all Oasis
Apartments and Care Centre Residents for trying to
remain positive when it seems nearly impossible to
find anything to be upbeat about. In addition, for
the words of encouragement and for doing your bit
in ensuring your safety and the safety and good
health of those around you.
What a relief to have been able to get vaccinated
and to supply the vaccinations to Oasis Residents.
If asked if it has made a difference, my response,
based on what transpired in the months following
our residents being vaccinated, is that it did not
make a difference – it made a HUGE difference!
Yes, we all feel like burying our heads in the sand
when we hear the dreaded words “fourth wave”, but
I would like to believe that we are better equipped
from cold face experience and having such a large
portion of the Oasis Resort population being
vaccinated. One thing is for sure, Oasis Residents
and Staff have shown their resilience, and together
we will welcome the New Year and tackle whatever
challenges come our way head-on, hands
disinfected and masked up!
May the New Year find you in good health, in high
spirits and with unshakable courage and optimism.
Festive Greetings
Lizzie Brynard – Brill
Oasis Care Centre Manager

NEWS FROM THE SALES OFFICE

News from the Sales Office

WITH REGARDS FROM CINDY SHEARD, LINDA BUTLER & LORENDA GERRYTS

At the time of writing this article,
we have concluded two sales in
two weeks, namely PS 809 and PR
G03. We have noted an increase
in prospective purchasers.
However, some of them need to
sell their current homes to
commit to an Oasis purchase. We
are determined to do more deals,
and we have increased our
investment in social media by way
of increased paid adverts this
month.
Having learned more about Cindy
and Linda in recent months, it is
now the turn of Lorenda Gerryts
to have the spotlight shone on
her in our final column of 2021.
Lorenda says that her focus in life
revolves around "the 2 P's",, i.e.
Property & People - including her
family, of course!
Starting with family, Lorenda is
married to Herman, a Chartered
Accountant with his practice. They
have three daughters, and clearly,
'accounting and business is a
family calling. Bianca is a CA who
lives in Amsterdam and works for
Deloitte. She recently got
engaged. Zoë is an aspiring CA
based in Cape Town and has
started her articles with EY.
Finally, Mika obtained her BCom
last year and completed her postgraduate year at Red and Yellow
Creative School of Business in
Cape Town.
Lorenda began her career at an
accounting firm in the Eastern

Cape before moving to Cape
Town and again working for an
accounting practice but soon
decided that was not for her and
then ventured into the property
field. She was approached by a
developer to represent them,
which led to a long association
with the Rabie Group for over
26 years. Lorenda was involved
with Greenways Country Estate in
the Strand, Keurboom Close in
Claremont, Royal Ascot in
Milnerton, Sea Spray and Ocean
Village in Table View, Crystal
Towers in Century City (now a
Marriott Hotel) and many more
before joining the Sales Team at
Oasis Retirement Resort - a resort
that Lorenda is very passionate
about.
Charity being very close to her
heart, Lorenda assists Herman
and his fellow Rotarians in
supporting orphanages and
nursing homes for the
underprivileged.
Herman and Lorenda recently
started participating in Harley
Davidson rallies, wishing to be
more adventurous and see the
great outdoors. They travel with
their Harley group to see parts of
South Africa they would never get
to and, in doing so, meet and
interact with new people. Tired of
always being a passenger,
Lorenda recently acquired a
Harley Davidson and is proud that
she has started lessons to ride
her own Harley!

Welcome to our
new Residents!
Lou and Roz Birkmeier, who
have bought PG510
Elizabeth Crouser, who has
bought PG505
Gerhardt and Heidi Greiner
have bought 503PG.
Brenda McEwan moved into
PS 707
Simon and Lyn Allen moved
into 904 PG
Dr Esther Sapire moved into
PD203
Kevin Baron, who is moving
into 201PB
Klaus Berens, who is moving
into 207PS

Wishing you all
a Happy Channukah,
a very Merry Christmas
and a Happy and
Healthy New Year.

OUR OFFICE WILL ONLY BE FORMALLY CLOSED FROM CHRISTMAS
UNTIL NEW YEAR.
AN AGENT WILL BE AVAILABLE BY PRIOR APPOINTMENT ON
REASONABLE NOTICE SHOULD ANY URGENT MATTER ARISE OR
IN THE EVENT OF ANY SERIOUS ENQUIRY.

RESIDENTS' LETTERS

SUPER EVENING!
Hi Sharon, What a super evening! Thank you! A great vibe and lovely
eats and drinks. The clubhouse is looking wonderful and thanks to
everyone for all their input. I don’t have all the emails (too much wine)
so please thank Lynn and co for all their efforts. The future looks very
promising in Oasis! Best wishes, Hilary Ginsberg and John Akester
MANY THANKS
Dear Hllary, Just to say how privileged we are at Oasis to have such a
wonderful lady at reception, always cheerful, always helpful, always
patient. We thank you for all your help in the past and in the present.
Sincerely appreciate every time you have solved a problem for us.
Best wishes, Anna van Niekerk

BUMPS IN THE ROAD
Good morning Sharon, Pleased to see the
bumps in the road and I hope that they will be
a deterrent for those speedy Gonzales. I think
that an added deterrent would be to paint
both sides of the slopes in white as well. For
the unaware they are not very noticeable until
you are right on top of them. Thanks to you
and your team for the wonderful job that you
are doing. I feel blessed to live at Oasis
Retirement Resort.
Kindest regards. Daphne Cohen
CLUB OPENING FUNCTION
Hi Sharon, Just to say a big thank you to you and
the team for a super Cocktail Party last night.
Maria and I thoroughly enjoyed the good food and
the wonderful service from the staff. The venue is
really elegant and we have no doubt that the
eventual menus will do everyone proud.
Kind regards, Sergio Martinengo
CUSHIONS ON VERANDAH
The new cushions are wonderful. May I ask that
the old cushions be recovered and used as
backrests? Most people find the back
uncomfortable and take one from a chair not
occupied, leaving chairs without a cushion. It
would be much appreciated by all people who use
the verandah. Kind regards,
John Akester
BOLLYWOOD NIGHT
Our compliments to Oasis management and staff
and particularly to Lynn Macdonald for hosting
such a successful Bollywood event. The decor and
food were superb and the tremendous amount of
effort that had been expended in putting together
the costumes all added to the overall ambience.
The dancing was the cherry (or chilli) on the top!!
The success could be measured by observing the
pleasure on all the faces!! THANK YOU. Best
regards, Alan Budge

COCKTAIL PARTY
Dear Sharon, What a wonderful evening we all had at the cocktail
party which you put on for the opening of the dining room. Everything
was perfect from the drinks to the snacks which kept coming and
were presented in such an elegant way. So delicious. The ice cream
and chocolates topped off the experience. The staff worked like a well
oiled machine and joined in the fun of presenting the food. So lovely
to have them there to attend to all our requests. I was overwhelmed
by the tasteful elegant decor and furnishings which have opened up
the club house and made it both welcoming and inviting. Thanks to
all who have put together this lovely space where we can all enjoy
seeing the many people who live here and renew our friendships
again after our difficult times this last year.
Kind wishes, Rose Watson

COCKTAIL PARTY
Just a quick note from Janet and me to
congratulate and thank you for such an
enjoyable party. A great effort by all concerned
and much appreciated. Kind regards,
Alan Budge
PALM ROYALE COCKTAIL SOIRÉE
Thank you all for a wonderfully organised,
catered and conducted evening cocktail party.
Class in all areas. Well done and congratulations
on your project completed Thank you for
including us! Charles and Janet Kilner

RESIDENTS' LETTERS

LAMB WITH BEANS AND RED WINE
Dear Lynn, Ive been meaning to write and tell you how much I enjoyed
the Lamb Casserole we had last week, I think it was on Tuesday. It was
cooked with beans and red wine. The pieces of meat were cut neatly in
smallish pieces, appealing to the eye, and it was delicious. Please can we
have it again soon. Thanks and good wishes, Alice Sarembock
THANK YOU FUNCTION
Dear Sharon/ Lynn and Team
Thank you for a Great event last
evening. The Venue – Ambiance –
Catering – Service and Company
was outstanding. What a shame for
those that missed out. Much
appreciated, Tom Knight

PIZZA EVENING
Hi Sharon - Thank you to you and your
wonderful team for such an enjoyable and
sociable evening last night. You all make it
appear so effortless. We had a great time and
we look forward to many similar events in our
beautiful and tastefully renovated function
room. We are very proud of what you have
achieved in a year. Well done! All the best,
Mike, Lynette and Craig Bingham

THANK YOU
Good Afternoon Sharon, Thanks
for last night….it was very well
done, and the new areas look
KITCHEN UPGRADE
really great Kind regards and
Dear Sharon , Thank you for being an excellent
have a great weekend.
Paul and Marcelle Zuckerman tour guide! Our new kitchen is definitely worth all
the construction and frustration. Working areas,
layout of equipment both new and refurbished
PALM GROVE 103
and general ease of movement is much improved.
Thanks, trees all trimmed, nice
This renovation will take food preparation to
to see the garden and stream
again without having to bob up another level. Residents are in for a treat. Our
staff are going to have fun working in a
and down peering through
commercial kitchen. Thank you for your insight
branches!!
and planning. Well done ! Enjoy your weekend.
Regards, Val Brady
Regards, Sham Moodliar

RESIDENTS' LETTERS

we love hearing from you
COCKTAIL
Dear Sharon and Tom. I just wanted to send you a
note to thank you for the lovey cocktail we had last
week. Sorry it has taken me so long to do this, but
days are crazy at this time of the year with the school
children. The dining room looked so beautiful, the
new upholstery is chic and inviting, love the colours!. It
was so nice to see people around and hear the sound
of voices and laughter. The food once again was very
good, I really don´t know how they manage to
produce such lovely things in that small space! They
are really good, I watched working! That you both for
your words explaining a few things, interesting to hear
what goes behind the final result. Sharon,
congratulations on accomplishing so much in your
first year here at Oasis. Your work is really good and
so many things have changed for the better since you
are there. Thank you for all your efforts and hard
work Tom, needless to say we thank you as well for
keeping up with all the burdens your position brings
along. Thank you for your patience and
congratulations on the result of the whole plan. We
are very privileged to have you both on board and
benefit from your dedicated work. On another note! I
love the yellow ties of the uniform and am I mistaken
or are the blazers also new? Our security personnel
look so smart and you can see they are very proud of
their uniform. Thank you. Warm regards to you both,
Ani Schneider

THANK YOU
Dear Lynn, Thanks very much indeed for the
wonderful Hanukkah cookie. It was beautiful and
delicious and such a wonderful gesture, my
husband and I really appreciated it.
Warm regards Esther Sapire

THANK YOU
Thank you very much dear William- I want to take the
chance to thank you for checking up on George. He told me
very happily that you had called and I thought he was
confused! That is why I called you today. Thank you. I also
wanted to comment, I know very late, on the cover of the
last Nexus, it is simply beautiful! I cannot get over the
beauty of it, it refreshes your mind just to see the colours,
so beautiful, uplifting. Thank you for that. The other thing i
have not mentioned before are the new light features on
the passages of the ground floor. I have already thanked
Tom for the idea. They give the passage such a different
aspect taking away the “hotel” feeling I always have walking
through the passages. A fantastic idea! Thank you. Thank
you for always looking for ways to make our lives happy
and for uplifting our spirits, please pass this on to your
team. Big hug with love, Ani Schneider
NEXUS 168
Hi Sharon, Just read the new Nexus 168: Congratulations!
Full of useful information and professionally published.
Two observations:
1. Dankie vir die Afrikaanse gedig van C. Louis Leipoldt
wat jy aanhaal: dis seker die eerste Afrikaanse woord in
Nexus, en iets wat gerus herhaal kan word. Daar is baie
mooi gedigte in Afrikaans.
2. Abdon’s story: Such a jewel! It would be a pity to ever
lose him at Oasis.
Kind regards, Helgaard Raubenheimer

WIZO

All about doing what matters!
What is WIZO?
It is a humanistic society based on equal opportunities,
focused on education and welfare for women, children, and youth,
in cooperation with the Jewish Diaspora.

Our Goals
01. Provide
To provide for the welfare of infants, children, youth,
women, and the elderly, including establishing support
systems for abused women and children and
establishing an innovative life-saving violent men’s
hotline, as featured by Newsweek Magazine.

02. Advance
To advance the status of women in Israel and the
Diaspora.

03. Strengthen
To strengthen the bond between world Jewry and the
State of Israel.

04. Support
To support the absorption of new immigrants, including
the Jews of war-torn Ethiopia.

WIZO

WIZO South Africa supports an
initiative in Israel called Neve
Wizo. It has five homes where
foster parents ensure a happy,
supportive, and loving
environment for 40 children
from dysfunctional and broken
homes. Here, with the love
and care of their devoted
foster parents, the children are
nurtured and ultimately
prepared to take their place in
mainstream society. WIZO
South Africa also supports
three Israeli Day Care Centres
and Bet Halochem, a unique
rehabilitation, sports, and
recreation centre where the
disabled undergo treatments
that they may need for as long
as they live. Emphasis is placed
on sport and recreation as a
rehabilitative tool, together
with a wide array of social and
cultural programs.
Within South Africa itself, WIZO
is committed to helping
abused women and children.
This includes supporting The
Saarjie Baartman Centre for
women and children survivors
of abuse. Their vision is to
create a safe and secure
society and a human rights
culture where women and
children are empowered to
exercise their full rights.
WIZO has donated over 200
Wheelchairs of Hope with our
generous sponsors around the
country. In Cape Town itself,
among the recipients are the
Maitland Cottage Children’s
Orthopaedic Hospital;
individual children from
Khayelitsha and elsewhere;
Athlone School for the Blind;
three CHOC Houses (Childhood
Cancer Foundation of South
Africa), CHOC @ Red Cross
Hospital, Tygerberg Hospital,

and more. The ‘gift of
normality’ to the parents who
can include their children in
more day-to-day activities is
life-transforming. Because
wheelchairs can be used on
any terrain, they are a lifeline
for children in underprivileged
communities. It gives society’s
most vulnerable the gift of
independence.
Also, In Cape Town, WIZO’S
Outreach Program has planted
seeds of sustainability in
Khayelitsha in a first-ever
beginner’s organic gardening
training course. Fifteen local
participants were trained in
soil composting, mulching,
fertilizing, and planting. The
Course, which was run in
collaboration with The Angel
Network and Group 18, was
practical and interactive, giving
the skills needed to achieve
food security and sustainability
in one of Cape Town’s
most impoverished
areas. Israeli agricultural
company Netafim
donated some items for
the gardening project,
and WIZO hopes to use
other Israeli technology
in future endeavours.
At the WIZO@Oasis
Branch, not only WIZO
Members but many other
residents and overseas
donors contributed
financially to a Feeding
Scheme at the beginning
of lockdown. Destitute
people who lost their
livelihood because of
covid received bags of
food and other
necessities packed by our
dedicated WIZO@Oasis
Packing Team every
Tuesday morning.

Our Ward Councillor then
distributed the bags to needy
people in Slovo, Phoenix,
Summer Greens and Brooklyn.
Rotary Interact at Milnerton
High School also received bags
of food which they distributed
themselves. We estimate that
we ultimately delivered 17 000
items of food and necessities.
We love our WIZO@Oasis very
special Branch and are proud
to say that our Branch was the
first WIZO Branch to hold a live
meeting since the start of
lockdown. Well done, Oasis.

Become a member
and turn a life around
Annual membership is R220
or R5000 for life membership
Donate on an anniversary
or special occasion.
Support our Wheelchairs of Hope
project for children up to 10 with
upper-body mobility.

Contact Lee at bza@ctjc.co.za
Or call Sue Lipschitz on
082 900 6631 / 8401

RESIDENT'S CONTRIBUTION

Three cheers!
BY ANTHONY YOUNG OF 1002 PALM VUE

Three cheers………..travelling
again!!! And even Cape Town on
19th December!!!
Leonard and I have just returned
from a remarkable eight day
holiday in Dubai and Abu Dhabi.
Our main objective was to visit the
World Expo and we visited the site
on four days.
Having slight immobility problems
enabled us to have quick access
and to avoid any queuing.
The exhibition site only became
crowded at night with many
different live shows to watch from
various countries. The best pavilion
was Saudi Arabia followed by Egypt
and then New Zealand . Portugal
was quite good but China Russia
and UK were very disappointing.
We also visited the tallest building
in the world - the Burj Khalifa and
went on an evening desert safari
with barbecue and dancing.
Two nights were spent in Abu Dhabi
and the great white Mosque was
the highlight of our trip. It is based
on the Taj Mahal in India and the
main courtyard, an open typically
square or rectangular space and
can hold approximately 31 000
worshippers!!!!!!!! - carpets from
Iran, chandeliers from Germany
and tiles from Turkey. Absolutely
amazing!
Enjoy the photos!

RAINFALL CORNER

Oasis
Rainfall
Corner
READINGS KINDLY
SUPPLIED BY
TONY ROSS OF
PALME D’OR 901

As can be seen, the
Oasis rainfall had a
slow start to the year
but caught up during
the rainy season and
is now very close to
the long term
average.

A PINCH OF SALT

When I lived in Margate, Southern
Drakensberg, Pietermaritzburg
and then Durban for close on
23 years, I always used to say I was
a Capetonian. How could it not be
so? I was born in Wynberg, went to
school in Stellenbosch, Tulbagh
and Paarl, and college in Cape
Town – how could I possibly be
anything else but 100%
Kaapenaar??
In my late 20's I moved to the
South Coast and then the
Southern 'Berg, where I met Linda.
We lived in 'Maritzburg and then
Durban during our subsequent
years together. It's here that I
discovered my love for curry and
all things spicy. This included
Durban, herself, so much so that
when we moved back to Cape
Town at the beginning of 2016, I
could truly say I was more
Durbanite than Capetonian.
Or maybe just a South African with
a good dollop of Indian in me
somewhere.
While we were living in Durban, I
often flew down to Cape Town for
a quick visit, but when I returned
East, and the Durban skyline
became visible, my tummy used to
grumble at the thought of relishing
some aromatic Durban curry!
Durban Indians are a gregarious
lot and are only too happy to
explain all their colourful rituals
and festivities … and even to invite
you to join them. They also never
let you leave without partaking in a
delicious meal with them.
With the good Indian friends we
made, my appreciation and love

a pinch of salt .

for all things Indian grew – I love
certain Indian music and love the
colours and the richness. I think
of Durban, and I get a picture of
vivid hues painted in my mind.
During my five years with
Feedem, I got through to the
finals in our yearly culinary
competition one year, and the
theme was 'Celebrations'… well,
guess what I chose to do – Diwali
– Festival of Lights. You can take
the Capetonian out of Durban,
but not the Durban out of the
Capetonian! So, me doing a
Bollywood theme dinner at Oasis
was just a matter of time and
came like second nature. The
food for the evening had to be
served on a banana leaf – the
problem is that when in Durbs,
one can simply drive out of the
city and you are bound to
stumble upon a banana
plantation; however, in Cape
Town, I found myself relying on
the resourcefulness of Mr and
Mrs Schroeders' son, Justin, who
delivers our veggies. The décor
and the music all stems from
things I love – so no Google is
needed for inspiration. This one
just happened naturally, as if it
was second nature.
So, speaking of all things Indian
and Bollywood Nights and
Christmas on the doorstep....

BY LYNN MACDONALD

I love Christmas movies. By the
way … I can watch them all year
round! I can't get enough of
trees lit up, of lovers finding
their forever person, and of
families coming home for
Christmas. I'm a sucker for a
happy ending. I'm a sucker for
stories of love. My favourite?
And I know this is kind of corny,
but it's Love Actually!!
I wish we'd make Christmas a
sustainable holiday, an event
that lasts for longer than a day.
I want that everyday kind of
magic, that caring that
Christmas is supposed to bring,
all year round. I do wish it was
all less commercial, that we
really did want the good times
together and the home-baking
more than the expensive gifts. I
wish we would make it a time
when we respect the Earth we
have been blessed with. I want
the sense that Christmas really
was there all year round and
that we always thought more of
giving and less of receiving.
"And so I'm offering this simple
phrase to kids from one to 92.
Although it's been said many
times, many ways, Merry
Christmas to you." – Robert
Wells, "The Christmas Song."
Blue Skies and Merry Christmas

LIFE IS CALLING

"I am grateful to Oasis for the time I have worked with
the concierges and the wonderful team we established,
which allowed me the opportunity not to stop learning.
However, now I have started another journey in
another field. May God bless Oasis. Stay safe.
Sincerely yours! ”
- Guy

STAFFING AROUND

Staffing Around

THANDEKA NTSELANE
(THANDI)

BY ANDRE VAN WYK

I am Thandeka Ntselane, referred to as Thandi by close friends. I was
born in KuTsolo in the Eastern Cape, in a small village called Mbutho
Administration. Both my parents passed away at an early age, so my
elder sister raised me. I completed my primary school education
there and later my high school. I struggled growing up, and as a
result, I had to search for a job in Umtata, where it was not so easy
because of overcrowding.
I then moved to Cape Town after meeting a friend with whom I was in
school. She advised me of many possible job opportunities that could
be available here. I didn't mind moving because I had a family to
provide for, as my sister also did not have a job. The friend took me
to her employer at a cafe in Deep River. I worked there for close to a
year, and after 9 months I got another job at Samoosa World in
Athlone. I then moved on to Handcraft, a production company that
made pool and snooker tables. I was a tea lady there. I left Handcraft
because of the trauma I experienced due to a robbery. That was my
first time being robbed. I then moved to a petrol station in Nyanga,
where I worked as a petrol attendant and later became a cashier. The
petrol station closed down because of the multiple robberies, and I
was jobless once again.
I then moved to Khayelitsha Makhaza, where I am currently staying.
I looked for a job again until finally I found a vacancy at Oasis.
I initially went to the Care Centre, where I met a lady who told me to
come to the Club House; II was welcomed by William, who said I must
wait for the manager to tell me if they had something available for
me. Finally, the manager came and told me the good news that I had
got the job. I was so happy when I got the news back in February
2008. I then settled into the position. At the time, my eldest son was
in varsity and needed some financial support from me. Chef Kathy
welcomed me with warm hands in the kitchen, who filled me in on
my duties. Thandeka

Messages from the staff
to Mamma Thandi
I have been working at Oasis for three years.
When I first started, Thandi was the one who
showed me the ropes. Thandeka is the strongest
and most enthusiastic woman I have ever had
the pleasure to work with. Thandeka knows the
kitchen well and can work at several areas, and
no matter what, she did her work impeccably.
I am not a man of many words, but all I can say
is that we will miss your work and quiet
demeanour, Mamma Thandi. We wish you a
marvellous retirement. - Nicholas Chirwa

Mamma Thandi is a
strong, hardworking,
and kind woman. I
am always amazed at
Mamma Thandi's
energy, and she never
complains about the
assigned tasks.
However, soon she
will depart from
Oasis, and I will miss
her so much, but I
hope she knows that I
love her. Thandi, I
wish you all the best
and may God
accompany you in
everything you do in
Jesus Christ's name.
- Arnold

"I thank Oasis for the
great opportunity
they've given me.
My younger son (of
24 yrs.) is still studying
at varsity, and I'm able
to say I have provided
for him what I could not
have if I were not at
Oasis.”
- Thandi

I met you a few months ago. Actually, it's been
a year already, and it has been a joy to work
with you. You are so lovely, respectful and
calm. You are a colleague and a friend, and a
parent to me. Working with you is such a
pleasure. I shall miss you. To new beginnings
and enjoy your journey! - Sisanda
Happy retirement Thandi, you've earned it!
I am not sure where to start. There is so much
I can say since we first met back in 2015. You
are a humble person, and it is a testament to
how hard a worker you are that you can retire
after all these years. I wish you a happy and
healthy retirement, have fun!- Siphokhazi
There is so much I can say. Thandeka is a very
humble person. One would never hear her
voice raised. I have known her since I was
young, and she has been like a mother to me.
I will sorely miss her. - Nobunto

SERVING YOU – SECURING YOU

Serving You, Securing You.
BY ANDRE VAN WYK

The year is drawing to a close and
much has been achieved by all
throughout this year. I will take
this opportunity to highlight some
of the gains made in 2021.
THE YEAR IN REVIEW
In the heat of the moment
As most of you know our Team
leaders received fire response
training earlier this year and
recently their skills were put to
the test. A small fire ignited at one
of our Resident’s apartments,
alerted by the fire alarm, the front
desk concierge and Team Leader
who was Saidi and Monyane
respectively, responded.
Fortunately, working in tandem,
they were able to extinguish the
fire before it spread and cause
irrevocable damage to the rest of
the building. Luckily no injuries
were sustained and all could walk
away from the ordeal without a
scratch.
Additional Cameras and lighting
Throughout the year we have
installed several new security
cameras and lighting solutions at
various areas in the common
areas.
Physical barriers
We replaced and reinforced the
identified weak areas in our
fencing which included our
perimeter fencing as well as the
fence between The Oasis Resort
and our neighbours, Mayfair.
Improvements in access
control
We have implemented QR code
scanning of staff at access points.
QR code scanning helps to do
away with paper and more

importantly provides real time
and expedited access control all
of which are in line with POPI
prescriptions.
We also implemented different
control procedures for
contractors and workers entering
The Oasis resort premises.
Concierge and Security team
It was quite eventful in the latter
part of the year in terms of staff
joining our ranks and others
departing to start a different
chapter in their lives. We
expanded our capabilities by
adding two ladies to our security
officer team and recently the
gentlemen as well as the ladies
received a uniform overhaul.
Getting familiar
On the following page, we include
a photo each of our concierge and
security staff to help identify the
face behind the desk behind the
mask.
PLEASE KEEP THE FOLLOWING
IN MIND
Your safety and load shedding
Ensure your panic button is in
working order, during load
shedding it may be your only
means to alert someone
should you find yourself in
distress.
Without prior notification from
you that you are expecting a
visitor, on arrival of a visitor
the concierge will first
personally knock at your door
to confirm that you are
expecting the visitor. This is
done as most Residents’
intercoms are offline during

load shedding and are unable to
receive calls.
Thank you to you, the
Residents of Oasis, for your
patience throughout this year!
This year has been a trying time
especially during the several
COVID waves that hit South
Africa. There were periods when
strict COVID protocol was
enforced and skeleton staff shifts
were implemented. This caused
tremendous strain on the staff as
their duties and the security
procedures did not diminish as
the number of concierges on
duty did.
Thank you for your patience with
our trainees as well, at times I’m
sure they have caused many
much frustration including
myself this year however, that
will pass.
Lastly, I have to say thank you to
the concierge security team for
soldiering on during this
strenuous year.
Important:
At the time of writing I took a
head count of our “stand-in
security” …the number of
Goslings was still at nine.

Photo supplied by Judy Els

Wishing all a happy festive
season. Take Care and Be Safe.

Our concierge and security team

Getting to know

SERVING YOU – SECURING YOU

WE WISH YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY A

Happy Channukah
&
Merry Christmas
AND
A HAPPY NEW YEAR

